
Accelerated PowerPlatform Adoption with Center of Excellence 
Enablement 8-Weeks Workshop
Visionet’s 8-week Accelerated Power Platform Adoption with Center of Excellence Enablement workshop is designed to help 
businesses swiftly implement and reap the benefits of Power Platform. This workshop will give you everything you need to 
know about the suite of low-code tools that can help automate processes, build custom applications, and gain insights from 
data.

Our team of experienced consultants will guide your organization to enable your Center of Excellence (CoE) team, providing 
them with the knowledge, skills, and tools they need to drive successful adoption of the Power Platform.

Visionet is Microsoft’s leading Dynamics 365 Commerce Partner. Our expert experience with Dynamics 365 Commerce, Power Platform, and Azure-related service 
offerings combined with our accelerators and use case experience make this workshop a must-attend. Learn all about Microsoft’s Center of Excellence and discover 
new use case opportunities for your business.

This workshop is ideal for:
IT admins CTOs Business Users Power Platform Sponsors App Developers

Our 8-week Accelerated Power Platform Adoption with Center of Excellence (CoE) Enablement workshop can help your 
organization:

•Quickly adopt and implement the Power Platform: Our workshop is designed to help get the suite of tools up and running 
smoothly, enabling you to start seeing results faster.
•Build a strong governance model: We'll provide a customized plan and governance model for Power Platform adoption, 
ensuring sustainable implementation that works for your organization.
•Enable your CoE team: Our workshop will provide your CoE team with the knowledge, skills, and tools they need to drive 
successful adoption of the Power Platform.
•Optimize Performance: We'll work with your CoE team to continuously optimize the solution's performance, ensuring it 
remains effective and up to date.
•Improve Efficiency and Drive Growth: By streamlining processes and automating tasks, the Power Platform can help you 
improve efficiency and drive growth.

What are your benefits:
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